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Exercise 1: (scheduling functions) (1 point)
Using an assumption t ≥ k prove the following statement for the simple pipelined machine without
forwarding and stalling:

∀m, k ∈ N+.m ≤ k → I(k, t) = I(m, t)− (k −m),

where N+ is the set of natural numbers without 0.

Exercise 2: (data memory) (4 point)
For the construction of the data memory of a sequential MIPS processor we used a (64, 29)-
multibank RAM. One however may also use a (32, 30)-multibank RAM for the same purpose.
The coupling invariant for the data memory in this case would change to

∀a ∈ B30 : a[29 : 1] ∈ DR =⇒ h.dm(a) = m4(a00).

In this exercise you need to provide the construction of shifters for store (i.e. a shifter for data and
a shifter for byte write signals) for the new memory.
Note: in Exercise Sheet 8 you had a similar exercise for construction of a shifter for load, where
you didn’t need a shifter for byte write signals at all.

Exercise 3: (understanding scheduling functions) (2 + 2 points)
The meaning of the scheduling function I(k, t) = i can be understood as follows: in cycle t in-
struction i is being executed in circuit stage k, i.e. registers of stage k − 1 have the data used
for execution of instruction i in the circuit stage k, and registers of stage k have the data from
the previous instruction (if there is one). The main statement of the correctness theorem for the
pipelined machine is formulated in the following way. Let I(k, t) = i, then for registers Rπ ∈ reg(k)
it holds

Rt
π =

{
Ri
σ vis(R)

Ri−1
σ fulltk ∧ ¬vis(R) ∧ used(R, ci−1)

1. Give intuitive explanation why do we consider configuration i − 1 (and not i) in case of
invisible registers.

2. Let stage 2 be full and registers of stage 2 of the pipelined machine in cycle t have the data
resulted from execution of instruction j. In what configuration(s) of the sequential machine
registers (some of them invisible) PCσ, Cad.2σ, Cad.3σ, gprσ have the data resulted from
execution of instruction j?
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Exercise 4: (Correctness of pipelined processor) (1 + 2 point)
In the lecture we defined the proof obligations P (k, t) for induction step of the correctness proof of
the pipelined machine:

• for k = 2:
R ∈ {pc, dpc} → Rintπ = Riniσ,

• for k = 4:

dmwtπ = dmwiσ

s(ci) →
eatπ = eaiσ ∧ dmintπ = dminiσ

• for k = 5:

gprwtπ = gprwiσ

gprw(ci) →
cadtπ = cadiσ ∧ gprintπ = gpriniσ.

• for invisible registers of all stages:

¬vis(R) ∧ used(R, i)→ Rintπ = Riniσ.

In the exercise you need to prove the following:

• P (k, 0) holds for all stages k,

• (∀k′ : inv(k′, t)) ∧ uet3 → P (3, t).
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